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Experimental and theoretical scaling laws for transverse diffusive
broadening in two-phase laminar flows in microchannels
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This letter quantifies both experimentally and theoretically the diffusion of low-molecular-weight
species across the interface between two aqueous solutions in pressure-driven laminar flow in
microchannels at high Pe´clet numbers. Confocal fluorescent microscopy was used to visualize a
fluorescent product formed by reaction between chemical species carried separately by the two
solutions. At steady state, the width of the reaction–diffusion zone at the interface adjacent to the
wall of the channel and transverse to the direction of flow scales as the one-third power of both the
axial distance down the channel~from the point where the two streams join! and the average
velocity of the flow, instead of the more familiar one-half power scaling which was measured in the
middle of the channel. A quantitative description of reaction–diffusion processes near the walls of
the channel, such as described in this letter, is required for the rational use of laminar flows for
performing spatially resolved surface chemistry and biology inside microchannels and for
understanding three-dimensional features of mass transport in shearing flows near surfaces.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!02616-4#
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Chemical patterning at the interface of two miscible fl
ids flowing laminarly and in parallel provides a method
microfabrication: examples include fabrication
microelectrodes1 and patterning of mammalian and microbi
cells.2 The rational use of laminar flow for patterning an
fabrication inside microchannels requires an improved
derstanding of the convective–diffusive transport proces
near the walls of the channel. The most relevant compon
of this transport occurs across the interface between
flowing solutionstransverseto the direction of the flow. In
this letter, we combine experiments and theory to quan
this transverse diffusive transport as a function of the lo
flow speed and velocity profile.

Pressure-driven flow in microchannels generally is lam
nar, since the Reynolds numbers Re are small~under 100!.
Laminar flow patterning occurs by a chemical reaction at
interface between two miscible fluids flowing through
channel.1 Here, we use confocal fluorescent microscopy
visualize the fluorescent product of the reaction between
nonfluorescent chemical species carried separately by
two flowing solution streams. The spatial extent of transve
diffusive mixing can be decreased by increasing the aver
flow speed~so long as the Reynolds number is small enou
that the flow is laminar!. We demonstrate experimental
that, at steady state near the top and bottom walls of
channel, the extent of transverse diffusive mixing across
fluid–fluid interface scales as the one-third power of
axial distance~z! along the channel and scales inversely
the one-third power of the maximum flow velocity. The e
tent of such mixing near the middle of the channel, where
flow speed is nearly uniform, scales as the more fami
one-half power of the axial distance~z! along the channe
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and inversely as the one-half power of the average flow
locity. Theoretical arguments are given for these two diff
ent scaling laws.

To test the predictions of the theory, we have fabrica
microfluidic channels using the ‘‘rapid prototyping’’ tech
nique described previously,3 and used a single syringe pum
to drive the fluids into the two inlets at a constant flow ra
Rather than deducing the extent of diffusive mixing from t
flow profiles, we chose a direct approach—visualization
the region of diffusive mixing using confocal fluorescent m
croscopy~Leica TCS!. Fluo-3 ~m.w.5770; we used the pen
taammonium salt! is a commercially available, nonfluores
cent compound that forms a strongly fluorescent 1:1 comp
with a calcium ion (Kd50.39 mM!.4 The formation of the
complex is diffusion controlled, therefore, we could visuali
the region of diffusive mixing by observing the concentr
tion of this complex near the interface between flowing aq
ous solutions~pH'6.5) of 5 mM fluo-3 and 1 mM CaCl2
~Fig. 1!. All experiments were conducted at room tempe
ture, and it took 2–4 s to acquire each image in the lin
averaging mode. At a given axial distancez from the point
where the streams join, the diffusive mixing is more exte
sive ~i.e., the fluorescent region is broader! in the slower-
moving fluid near the wall of the channel than in the midd
of the channel. At low flow velocities we observe some
terdiffusion in the dead volume of theY junction @Fig. 1~b!#,
and we assume that its effect on the scaling behavio
negligible.5 Below, we argue that the transverse diffusi
broadening—which, ideally, should be limited in chemic
patterning applications—obeys power-law behavior as
function of distance along the channelz and the average flow
speedUa .

In order to quantify the scaling relationships that d
scribe diffusive mixing in the laminar flows present in o
experiments, we use the convective–diffusion equation
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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steady-state transport of chemical species, with concentra
c(x,y,z), in the flow field u(x,y,z), with velocities scaled
by the average flow speedUa and lengths scaled by th
channel heightH,

Pu"¹c5¹2c>S ]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2D c ~1!

@the coordinate system employed is shown in Fig. 1~a!#.
Here,D is the diffusion coefficient, andP is the dimension-
less Pe´clet number,P5UaH/D, which compares the typica
time scale for diffusive transport to that for convective tran
port in a channel with a given heightH. P is large in our
experiments ~for H5631025 m, D51029 m2/s, Ua

50.0025– 0.5 m/s,P5150– 30 000). Therefore, in Eq.~1!
we neglect diffusive transport along the flow~z! direction.

If the transverse diffusive broadeningd(z) is monitored
as a function of distancez down the channel, then the com
parison of the high Pe´clet number to the ratioz/H distin-
guishes two regimes. ForP@z/H@1 ~our experiments are
in this regime!, the diffusive broadeningd(z) also depends
on x @as proposed by Kamholzet al.6 and shown in Fig. 1~c!
here# because the nonuniform velocity profile affects the d
fusion process. Forz/H@P@1, d(z) is approximately inde-
pendent ofx because diffusive transport on the scaleH elimi-
nates the effects of the nonuniform velocity profile. Kamho

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic drawing of the experiment used to generate fluo
cence in the microchannel, and the coordinate system employed. The d
lines indicate the internal edges of the channel.H is the height of the chan-
nel. The origin of the coordinate system is located in the middle of
vertical edge shared by both channels in theY junction. ~b! and ~c! Data
obtained for the fluo-3/Ca21 system by confocal fluorescence microsco
in: ~b! A 1003250 mm2 yz slice obtained 12mm from the top of the
channel~average velocity of the flowUa50.7 cm/s, Re50.4; the Reynolds
number Re5rUaH/m, wherer is the density of the solutions andm is the
viscosity!. Some mixing is visible in the area of the dead volume of theY
junction. ~c! Corresponding 90390 mm2 cross sections in thexy plane of
the channel obtained 50mm ~top! and 200mm ~bottom! from theY junction.
on

-

-

et al. analyzed their data assuming the latter regime, a
their experiments were indeed conducted at lowerP/(z/H)
ratios.6 In this respect, the two approaches are complim
tary to each other.

In the present study, the velocity field is the uniax
Poiseuille-like flow~in a rectangular channel with widthW
and heightH!, which, although known in the form of a Fou
rier series, is sufficiently complicated that no simple analy
cal solution can be obtained to Eq.~1!.

Instead of obtaining a numerical solution, we indica
two scaling laws for transverse diffusion that are natural c
sequences of Eq.~1! for channel flow. We utilize the fact tha
the flow profile at the interface (y50) is approximately
parabolic inx, with a maximum velocity in the middle of the
channel (x50), and with zero velocity at the walls (x
56H/2). Near the middle of the channel—whe
@(x/(H/2)#2!1 and @y/(W/2)#m!1, m;4 for our
channels7—the velocity is nearly uniform and approximate
equal to the maximum velocityUm('2Ua). Also, near the
top and bottom boundaries,x̃2!1 and @y/(W/2)#m!1,
where x̃5H/22uxu, the velocity is approximately a linea
function of thex-position,u(x,y,z)5Gx̃ez . The shear rate
G (s21)'8(Ua /H), andez is the unit vector along the axi
of the channel. It is this linear variation of velocity~that
increases from zero at the solid boundary! that gives rise to
the one-third power law for transverse diffusion near t
walls of the channel. Near the center of the channelu
5Umez1O(@x/(H/2)#2), so we can rewrite Eq.~1! in di-
mensional formUm]c/]z5D¹2c. Thus, in the center of the
channel, the transverse mass transport is simple diffus
and by dimensional reasoning, this equation implies that
initial concentration distribution broadens inx and y as a
function of the z position according tod(z)}(Dz/Ua)1/2.
We defined the thicknessd(z) of the interfacial diffusion
layer as the distance over which the concentration of
fluorescent complex falls to 0.2 of its maximum value.

A special case of transverse diffusion in the linear flo
near a fixed boundary is known as the Le´vêque problem.8

This problem treats diffusion perpendicular to the bound
~along ex) and across a linear flow field,u5Gx̃ez

1O„@ x̃/(H/2)#2
…. We will extend this classical result to ac

count for diffusion in the other transverse direction,ey . In
the traditional two-dimensional Le´vêque problem, the ap-
proximate form of Eq.~1! for high-Péclet-number flow with
]c/]y50 is Gx̃]c/]z5D ]2c/] x̃2 . Hence, diffusive trans-
port in x will depend on the distance down the channelz as
d(z)}(Dz/G)1/3}(DHz/Ua)1/3.

We must now relate this standard Le´vêque result for the
diffusive transport alongex to the diffusive transport along
ey , as it is this~transverse! variation that leads to mixing and
to the subsequent chemical reaction of the species prese
the two adjacent laminar flows in our experiments. To
this, we rewrite Eq.~1! in cylindrical coordinates with the
dimensionless similarity variableh 5r /(Dz/G)1/3. Here, x̃
5r cosu and y5r sinu for 2p,2u,p and C(h,u)
5c(n,u,z):

2
h2 cosu

3 S ]C

]h D5
1

h

]

]h S h
]C

]h D1
1

h2

]2C

]u2
. ~2!
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Equation~2! has no free parameters associated with it.
analytical solution to this equation subject to appropri
boundary conditions appears to be complicated. Never
less, we conclude that all variations inC(h,u) will occur on
a scale of order one inh. This conclusion implies that, in
terms of the original variables,c(r ,u,z) will vary in both
transverse directions~x and y! on the scale d;r
}(Dz/G)1/3}(DHz/Ua)1/3.

To test the theoretical predictions, we analyzed exp
mental data withSCION IMAGE.9 For a givenx ~on each image
we analyzed images only nearx'0 and nearx'H/2) the
width d(z) of the region mixed by diffusion was taken to b
the width of the fluorescent region with the intensity abo
0.2 of the maximum intensity. The spreadingd(z) was al-
ways sufficiently small to be in a flow with uniform velocit
profile in they direction.

The experimental data confirmed the theoretical pred
tions. Near the wall of the channel, the width of the regi
mixed by diffusion scales as the 1/3 power (0.3360.02) of
the ratio of the axial distancez @Fig. 2~a!# and the average
velocity of the fluid Ua @Fig. 2~b!#. For the uniform flow
regime in the middle of the channel, we observed the
pected square root (0.560.02) dependence on the ratio ofz
andUa .

Our theoretical analysis predicts two effects of decre
ing the channel heightH while keeping other parameter
constant. First, it decreases the Pe´clet number and makes th
difference between the diffusion near the top and bott
walls and in the center in the channel less dramatic, an
the limiting case the nonuniformity of diffusion can b
ignored.6 Second, in the high-Pe´clet-number limit it de-
creases the extent of the diffusional broadeningd
;(DHz/Ua)1/3 near the top and bottom walls.

Even though the scaling laws by themselves are not
ficient for designing devices with specific characteristics,
results presented in this letter provide a basis for the ratio
control of spatially resolved transport processes at interfa
between phases in pressure-driven laminar flows. For
ample, understanding the scaling behavior of transverse
fusion near the surface of the channel is required for pred
ing the resolution of patterning and fabrication with lamin

FIG. 2. Plot of the width of the region mixed by diffusiond as a function of
~a! the axial distancez from theY junction (H5105mm! and~b! the average
velocity of the flowUa , calculated from the volumetric flow rate (mL/min!
and the cross-sectional area of the channel (H555mm!. The size of the
symbols corresponds approximately to the error in the determination o
values that the symbols represent. Lines show the linear regression fits
data. In the middle of the channel~m! the mixed region broadens as the 1
power of bothz andUa ; near the wall~d! the mixed region broadens as th
1/3 power of the ratio ofz andUa

21. The data for~a! were collected atUa

58 cm/s, Re58.4. The data for~b! were collected 500mm from the Y
junction, withUa ranging from 0.23 to 46 cm/s, and Re ranging from 0.
to 26.
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flow,1 for the design of ‘‘diffusionalT sensors,’’10,11 passive
mixers, and other components for micrototal analy
systems.12 The experimental technique described in this l
ter captures both the diffusive and convective transport p
cesses within the fluid, and we believe that it will be broad
applicable to the imaging of more complex fluid flows, a
to visualization of other technologically important transpo
problems such as mixing. The extension of the scaling ar
ments from the Le´vêque problem to molecular lateral diffu
sion near the wall of a channel that we have validated
perimentally should be applicable to the description of ot
diffusion-like phenomena such as heat and mass tran
which influence many chemical and biological systems13

This extension is particularly important for adequate des
of sensors operating in flows with linear shear, especia
sensors in microchannels.14
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